Is there a causal relationship between exposure to diesel exhaust and multiple myeloma?
This article presents a comprehensive critical review of the epidemiology of multiple myeloma in relation to occupational diesel exhaust exposure. The review includes cohort and proportional mortality studies of workers exposed to diesel exhaust, and population-based case-control studies of multiple myeloma. None of the cohort or proportional mortality studies reported a significant increase of multiple myeloma in relation to diesel exhaust, with the exception of a study of Danish truck drivers. Several limitations in this Danish study (such as inadequate cohort identification, small number of multiple myeloma deaths and inappropriate analytical method) made the result unreliable. Furthermore, the data in this study of Danish truck drivers were part of and, hence, superseded by a large study in Denmark, which did not find any increased risk of multiple myeloma. Similarly, none of the case-control studies reported a significant increase of multiple myeloma in relation to diesel exhaust, with the exception of the smallest case-control study based on multiple myeloma patients in central and southeast Sweden. The result of this small Swedish study was not reliable because of incomplete case ascertainment, inappropriate controls and confounding. Furthermore, the data in this small Swedish study were part of and, hence, superseded by a large national study of workers exposed to diesel exhaust in Sweden, which did not find any increased risk of multiple myeloma. Other than the study of Danish truck drivers and the small case-control study of multiple myeloma patients in central and southeast Sweden, all other epidemiological investigations consistently reported no increase of multiple myeloma in relation to occupational diesel exhaust exposure. Furthermore, none of the studies reported a positive exposure-response relationship between diesel exhaust and multiple myeloma. Several studies that analysed data by jobs or occupations according to level of exposure and by duration of exposure did not find any upward trend. In addition to the review, a formal causation analysis based on an application of the Hill criteria confirms that there is no causal relationship between diesel exhaust and multiple myeloma.